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 This proof is for material specifications, color requirements, design, layout and positioning approval only. It is not intended for color 
matching. Due to the digital printing process, colors on the final product may vary slightly from the original artwork. For an additional charge an 
actual on-press proof can be provided for your review. The colors on your computer screen or printed from your computer ARE NOT the actual 
colors in the final product. Please review the color codes & Pantone® swatches for the actual color of the end product. 
 Please indicate your acceptance of the proof by signing, dating and returning it to Digi Graphics. Once we have received your proof approval, 
you will be responsible for any additional charges should the design or specifications change outside the scope of work shown on the proof. 
Quoted price does not include sales tax unless specified. We will need a current exemption form on file prior to invoicing to avoid taxes.
 Any installation/labor included in this project is based upon the assumption of receiving a clean vehicle/sign surface. Any additional  
cleaning, washing, wax removal, adhesive removal, buffing, etc IS NOT included in this price and additional cleaning/chemical fees will be 
incurred. If you have any questions about this, please contact us for preparation instructions.

11 Lendale Drive
Florence, KY 41042
859-371-4344
www.digigraphicworld.com

Union Fire Department - Ambulance Graphics Package
Box Sides: “Union Fire/Rescue” in Gold/White Reflective Vinyl (same size both sides); 4” wide White Reflective Striping with 1/4” Black Striping along edges, with “Z” & QRS in stripe as 

shown. Also, Reflective Blue Stars of Life installed on forward compartment doors.  Cab: Union FD Maltese Cross/Badge on doors, along with continuation of White Reflective Striping until 
termination at fenders. Black 1/2” pin striping also included (if not currently installed) to break up red from white paint lines.  Back of Box: Reflective Gold/White/Black “Union Fire/Rescue” 
on doors, Reflective Stars of Life on panels as shown, Reflective License Plate Graphics. Box Roof: Customer supplied large blue star of life installed on roof. Box/Cab Front: No graphics.  

Hood/Nose: Reversed AMBULANCE & 2 small Stars of Life.
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Unit #664 - Braun Terrastar

Union Fire Department

(Installed on Roof)


